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MOBILE  NOTE  TAKER :- 

        The Ultimate Handwriting Capture Device Mobile 

NoteTakerTM is the world’s first portable handwriting capture device 

based on natural handwriting as an input. Attach plain paper of any kind 

and use Pegasus the  electronic  pen  to  capture , store  and  share  

handwritten   drawings, sketches, notes, and memos at meetings, lectures, 

and conferences. Mobile NoteTakerTM has a built-in LCD to confirm 

input. The on-board flash memory can store up to 50 pages (size A4). 

Mobile Note Taker works in two modes :- mobile mode  and  Connected 

mode.In mobile mode note taker receiver unit is not connected to a PC 

via USB cable. In connected mode the base unit is connected to a PC 

through USB cable.   

Features and Benefits :  

            Capture, Organize, and Share Your Notes Digitally-Anywhere, 

Anytime! . Mobile Mode Enables capture and storage of notes and 

sketches digitally at meetings, lectures, and conference.    

 

 

 

 

 

   M.S N V D Ganesh.. 
The mobile tracker is an efficient application for tracking of mobile 

phone it uses the gps  and wifi for finding the location when the sim is 
replaced it will detect the location, track picture, call log call details and 

profile  changing silent to ring and ring to silent, track picture.. when 
ever the phone is off for more then 48 hours it should make it swith on 

automatically..
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 Dear Readers, I feel privileged in 

presenting the July-2018 issue of our college 

magazine.  I would like to place o record my 

gratitude and heartfelt thanks to all those 

who have contributed to make this effort a 

success. 

 Overall development of the 

individual is the goal of education and we all 

have to leisure that there is no stone left 

unturned to equip the student of today for 

the challenges of life.  This will  require 

tremendous self-motivation on the part of all 

concerned but will be fulfilling for the 

student as well as the faculty. 

 New technology is bringing 

opportunities along with new skill set 

requirements and challenges Globalization is 

bringing competitiveness in every domain.  

Engineers have to fit into requirements of 

companies that recruit across the globe.  The 

department of CSE under the leadership of 

Mr.S.V.C.Gupta.  HoD is leading the way to 

meet challenges of future by equipping 

students with the skill set that is required in 

the industry. 

 I wish to congratulate the entire 

faculty and other staff for encouraging and 

guiding the students in all factors, for their 

well rounded development.  I wish you all 

the best for achieving greater success and 

scaling newer heights in your education  and 

career a head.                      
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CHAIRMAN 
Sri Gudivada Ramachandra Rao 

“Success is a journey, not a destination” it is aptly stated. Great personalities 
engage themselves in a smooth and metamorphosis as they move from success in 
one field towards success in various other fields. The success-filled life style of Sri 
Gudivada Ramachandra Rao, our Chairman best exemplifies this fact. The saga of 
success began 60 years ago when he ventured into Rice Mill Industry and carved a 

niche for himself as Industrialist par Excellence. His successful journey elevated 
him to the post of President, Krishna District Rice Miller’s Association where he 

served for 30 years. He has been serving as the Secretary of Arya Vysya Sangham 
for 25 years. He was also the Past President of Lion’s Club, MTM. 

Philanthropist by nature and educationist to the core, right from his college days he 
has been nurturing a dream of establishing and educational institute 

in the cause of the rural youth. His tryst with destiny resulted in diversifying his 
activities to the educational field as a service to rural area. Thus, SVIET, his long-

cherished brain-child was born. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

  



 
 

 PLACEMENTS HELD IN SVIET 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

s.no Hallticket N.o Name Company Name 

1. 15MQ1A05A3 DEVANABOYINA 

MOHANA V V 

NAGA MANI 

KANTA 

CIALFOR 

2. 15MQ1A05B0 PADMANABHUNI 

SRIKANTH 

CIALFOR 

3. 15MQ1A05B0 PADMANABHUNI 

SRIKANTH 

My Anatomy 

4. 

 15MQ1A0505 

BOLLA 

VENKATA 

RAMANA 

ProtoTech 

Solutions 

5. 
15MQ1A0560 

ANDE BABY 

BHARGHAVI 

ProtoTech 

Solutions 

6. 
15MQ1A0566 

CHANDANA 

SRIVALLI 

ProtoTech 

Solutions 

7. 

15MQ1A0576 

JALLURI NAGA 

VENKATA 

HANEESHA 

ProtoTech 

Solutions 
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